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About This Game

Action, upgrades, and one cool cat wizard. Travel the galaxy as a mercenary with a fluffy dragon alongside a cast of endearing
characters.

This game is a 2d action platformer with a retro-SNES vibe about it - so expect solid, tight controls with a slower movement
speed for clarity of gameplay. I do tip my hand early and give good powerups early in the game - so expect to be traveling on the

ceiling and one-shoting enemies once you get into the meat of the game.

Alongside the mechanics is a cast of characters that I really want to stand out - from a talking cat wizard to a skeleton in a
kimono, you'll meet interesting tropes of NPCs, but then shortly after they will begin to surprise and grow on you - just like real

people do. This is a huge focus for me personally that I strive for - a cast to remember.

So, in short -

A short game - currently about 20-25 minutes of gameplay

Tight controls and movement

Great characters to love (or hate!)
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Fluffy dragon you can pet as much as you want
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mercenary leto

This game is a great work in progress and has plenty of potential, gameplay is fun but it lacks content.
I look foward to seeing where the developers take the game, i suggest adding full controller support and adding other game
modes.
Overall very happy with the game :). This was a really great game and it's really sad to see it go. I wish that there was a way that
I could help. This game had so much potential and the only bad thing about the game was a certain group of KOS (Kill On
Sight) people. If they had not of come and litterally killed the entire game, I don't think the game would've been in the state it is
now. If there is anyway too get this game back up, someone out there has got to try. I think the clever idea would be to ban the
IP of the toxic players like Tornappart and his gang, and other people who say they're "Playing the game" I mean sure, I could
understand it if there was no food anywhere, but food respawns litterally everywhere. Another simple soulution for food
problems, be something that eats grass then turn back into whatever you were before. I swear if I had the access to this games
coding and stuff, I would try too keep it going. This game was good, in fact I'll go as far as to say it was and AWESOME game,
there was just that big group of people that wanted refunds because a certain group will just Kill on sight and spawnkill etc. If
there was a way to save this game it would be to make it so you can kick certain people or ban them from the server, you know,
sorta like gmod, make it so you can be the host of the server, or have moderators. Like I said, loads of potential and I'm just
upset it had to end this way. I wish there was a way to save this game, maybe there is, but only time will tell. Thanks for reading
this, and if your the devloper of the game, I wish you good luck, and I hope that this helped you even just a tiny bit. :). A very
fun adventure game which is a parody of the internet. Its hard to explain in words but its a very enoyable experience. It mainly
involves walking around the world meeting characters and carrying out quests to progress the game and attain likes which
unlock more worlds which you can access through the axis plaza.. https://youtu.be/cYNnhLGHCP4

The pugs are back at it with their insatiable need to run through hazard filled landscapes day and night, rain or shine. The large
collection of background themes, the meaty soundtrack, and multiple avatars with minor gameplay differences make it a pretty
good package.

There are a few issues with the controller support but overall it's the perfectly cromulent runner that it sets out to be.. A very
beautifully crafted game in the style of a children's story book. Exceptional music and a really clean visual style make for a
pleasant playing experience. I've only just begun, so the puzzles aren't too frantic yet but I've heard the end of the game gets
quite punishing.. Devilish, Pinball Quest, Breakout, RPG elements.... Well not really RPG but the story line... It's well written
and gives you a giggle! The developer has a good sense of humor in the story while delivering a quality game where you guide
the ball and hit certain items to progress in the game. It's such a good game that I think they should pursue a license to operate
this game as a stand alone machine, possibly Bar Arcades? It would earn lots of quarters,

You can see the quality and love they put in here and you would appreciate its simplicity yet deep arcade like gameplay.. for 99c
the game is pretty nice, a good time waster. Though after you beat your first major chunk, the game gets rediculously easy. It
does feel a bit incomplete, as such I doubt one would get one or 2 complete plays out of it. But for its budget and the amount of
people that worked on it. It is a well made simple game, plus it is only 99c USD.. akda is marketed as "A simple physical
puzzle". This is not a puzzle game. A puzzle can be achieved as many times as you like once you understand the solution. This
relys almost purely on dumb luck.

Level 6 took me at least 50 tries to pass it.. Low-budget comedy about manchildren that can't seem to get over their
N64\/childhood period. When the movie is about Goldeneye it's actually quite funny, however the film spends a large bulk of its
60 minutes focusing on over-the-top characters (in a mockumentary-style setting) rather than the ""hyped up"" Championship,
which i found a bit disappointing. I didn't particularly care about most of these characters and found myself just wanting more
jokes revolving around the game, time and setting (and the ridiculous idea of an actual "20th anniversary"). As a tribute to
Goldeneye (and Rare) i would say it's quite alright~
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good news everyone the uninstall button works!!!. Decent game if you like an arcade type Airport Sim, however, the second
version of this game is a big rip off. Way to expensive for things they could've simply added to this game and it would be better.
Buy this game, not the second.. I can't enjoy this. Everything is just tedious!

Every input feels inconsistent and the amount of unthemed objects on your screen gave me a headache.

And then the bit-music where the bassline just keeps going and going and going and going.

I am ending this review, I gotta go to the hospital, I feel unwell. Not even kidding.

Bye!. Suprisingly nice-looking port from mobile platforms. Gameplay MOSTLY of a moderate difficulty, with only a few
bosses and levels presenting a hard challenge. I found my hands trembling from adrenaline rush when fighting bosses from
Flight of the Dragon and Night over Europe, I must say :)

There is, however, a BIG problem with this game. Since it was originally designed to have micro-transactions, it has a
progressively steep price for upgrades, which forces you to grind easier missions over and over again. Also, ingame currency is
needed to unlock each successive chapter in story, which leads to even more grinding. While such approach is unfortunately
acceptable on mobile, it translates badly to PC, especially since you don't even have an option to pay instead of grind here.
However, the game keeps its save file in plain-text format, and it's very easy to edit it, so if you find yourself tired of grinding,
just go ahead and give yourself 10000 medals :)

Despite the problems, I still give this game a thumbs up, because I had fun playing it.. At first glance it looks like a pretty good
game. As a base game you know you're buying it because it has the Rooster Teeth name on it because they're an epic group of
people. As a game though, it is lackluster and should have stayed as a mobile game.

In the first hour of play I noticed the following things that stopped me from playing it again:

-Characters attack automatically. This seems like a good thing at first but when my character was firing a shotgun at long range
and wasting bullets I kind of have a problem with it. The auto-attack also made my character shoot walls if the zombiens were
turning around a corner.

-I bought this game for the Rooster Teeth part of the game. It is pretty awesome in that regard but much like any RTS, every
single movement click makes the character say something. With limited voice acting clips for movement this gets annoying
pretty quickly. I love Gavin, but I don't want him to say "Oh you found some gubs?" one more time.

-Waves start automatically when you kill the last enemy, not allowing you to check for weapons, move around the map, or set up
defenses properly. A "Next Wave" button would be greatly appreciated.

-The game ends when your starting character dies instead of when the last of your party dies when you find other RT members.
This is probably intended but I would have preferred if you lost when the entire group was finished, not just your main
character.

-Other bugs like getting stuck in the floor and I can't maximize the game because it's a mobile port so clicking messes up. The
lack of settings is also pretty annoying. No fullscreen or resolution options to fix this so I'm playing on a tiny window. I may as
well have bought it on my tablet instead.

-Camera moving sensitivity is... very sensitive. This is minor but it's something you do a LOT in a game so it's important, and
there's no settings to turn it down.

5 dollars isn't a lot of money so I don't think it was that much of a waste but I would have enjoyed this much more of some of
these issues were addressed. I would probably buy the game on my tablet instead and see if it's any better as an actual mobile
game but I sadly don't want to spend any more money on this game.

I'd rather put the money towards another Rooster Teeth shirt to match my other three.
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In summary, I do not recommend this game. The port isn't that good, even if you buy this game just for the Rooster Teeth
portion of the game like I did. The game needs work. Maybe the game isn't as bad on mobile, which it was originally made for.
If you want to buy this game, buy it on your large Iphone, Samsung, or a tablet to play on instead.

. After playing the game for a really long time I realized I hate the game. I love the horror but the game needs to be easier.
Theres a lot of shadows that take half of your health and you die really easily. Save areas are very hard to find in some areas so
if you don't have 52 health or more, you are F%$#ed. Need to idle/afk and heal up to 100 every time you get attacked. Save
frequently so you avoid starting over, this means you have to go around 3 miles to find a save point in some areas.

I got this far, saved 1 soul out of 3, didn't get to find the fiance, found some guy robbing a car and died. No save points were
found at all near the area. Respawned ALL THE WAY BACK TO THE BEACH and had to walk/run about 3 miles or more to
try again. It felt like a serious waste of time. This game requires WAY TOO MUCH PATIENCE AND TIME. I'm sorry to put
it as not recommended.

If I really want to beat this game, it would take about a month to several months to beat it.. This game is pretty cool, the graphics
are incredible when highest, and I love the playability. The only thing that bothers me is the price. Sure, 10 bucks for a game
that has only 1 game mode and customization.

But I know it's not going to be too much trouble, because im sure the creators will be working on some amazing updates soon,
but yeah, buy this game when it has some kind of offer, like at 50% or 25% off, you know. But over all, great game.. Never had
a server available, game is a rip-off beware.

November 6th build out for everyone!:
NEW BUILD ON STEAM!

This update is about a month of work - The big things are an additional 20 minutes of gameplay, jumping is a load more
responsive, parts of a cutscene engine, and random lines about feeding Alma carrots. Also character development.

Like best dad Tabris.

I went ahead and opened up the lava level for everyone, but please be advised it is VERY rough right now. Like no music and
it’s borderline not-fun right now. Also you can one-shot the boss because the AI is buggy.

Please bug me on the Discord for thoughts and feedback, it's ALWAYS welcomed!

~Summer. New build OUT for EVERYONE!:
Went ahead and set the build live for everyone. :)

* NEW LEVEL! Take Tabris out for a spin and realize how overpowered he is! XD

* Title screen now has a link to the Discord! Hope to see you there!

* Jellycats make more sounds, are easier to grab onto, smarter about NOT jamming poor Leto into walls….

* Leto’s animator and jump was tweaked (again)

* The amusing bug of hovering Leto while talking to NPCs was fixed

Thanks all, hope you check it out! :3333

-Summer. New Alpha Build Out!:
NEW ALPHA BUILD OUT ON STEAM
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We're still in Lava Fields territory - Includes loads of animations for Lurkers and the entire cutscene that plays out at the end of
Level 3. The boss fight that follows is less buggy and has separate phases, too!

You will notice that I am using a new font for dialogue! That's how you know you have the latest version. :)

There is some bugs I'll be fixing this week, as always. Dialogue text can break out of the box, and audio likes to cut out, for
instance. Still, there is a TON of good content in there. I am getting close to releasing the full spicy update for everyone!

NEXT - Get this update out for everyone!!!!

As always, PLEASE feel free to talk to me however you like below!

Warmly,
Summer

Discord - [https://discord.gg/NaYCDwk]
Twitter - [https://twitter.com/dragonGlitchLLC]
Email - summer@dragonGlitch.games. Spicy Update - BACK IN BETA <3:
Howdy! Just released a patch of updates for the BETA version of the game!

If you want to get to the new content ASAP, you can run the debug menu and select the first "other option" - Debug-Chan will
set you up. If you don't know how to do that, check the Discord, we have a channel for that command. (Discord -
[https://discord.gg/tB98bB](https://discord.gg/tB98bB) )

 Alma has the cutest idle idle animation and that alone is worth playing the demo. Seriously, it's adorable.

 If that isn't enough, then Lily has a cute portrait you'll see when she's really happy. Again, wholesome.

 Ceiling dashing is a TON BETTER OMG IT WAS AWFUL BEFORE

 The cutscene for when you run into the baddies at the end of level 3 got art, animations, A NEW SONG, and better
dialog. Instead of the bad guys being one dimensional, you'll get hints they are more than just flunkies... and Leto has a
connection with one of them!

 Seedlings have a rad effect behind them now. I'm so proud of it. Reminds me of a Playstation demo disc effect.

Issues - Don't talk to Tabris the first time you meet him - he might flip Leto the wrong way and he'll reverse your controls until
the level reloads. Lol. And as always, there are always some small issues with level design, animations, and how dialog flows in
places. Will slowly be patched out. Tabris and GIlbert love either being IN THE FLOOR or floating above the floor in
cutscenes....

NEXT - Polishing the boss fight against Issac. Small changes and tweaks. Make Lily more happy. Stop being a hack in
Audacity. </3

As always, PLEASE feel free to talk to me however you like below!

Warmly,
Summer

Discord - [https://discord.gg/tB98bB]
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Twitter - [https://twitter.com/dragonGlitchLLC]
Email - summer@dragonGlitch.games. Hey, where's the Spicy update?:
Well, I bit off more than I could chew for two months of work, and I decided to show off the current build to a local convention
in two weeks... meaning I need to drop 'Spicy Update' work and go back and polish/fixes for the first few levels.

I'm talking old problems that should be fixed sooner than later. Like Leto's weird running and gunning animations. :V

I think I'll release a Pre-Spicy-Update once I do this convention in two weeks, but only as a beta build for safety reasons. The
lava level is still pretty wonky so I want to 'protect it', but that's no reason people can't enjoy some of the new content I've been
working on.

Lily is just so damn wholesome, anyway.

Just wanted to drop an update - I work on this game every day when I can, but honestly, with PAX South and the Global Game
Jam in January, it cut into my development weekend time as whole. Plus with how big Spicy Update really is, I simply didn't
plan it well enough in the first place.

Being honest is how I roll,
~Summer

(PS, if you like these updates here, let me know! Don't forget that I have a twitter and discord that you can ALWAYS find me
on, as well!! <3 )

. Released A FREE DEMO!:
It's the 'IGDA Winter Demo', which means right now, both the early access and this demo are the same game right now, so get it
while you can!

This will change in the upcoming weeks when I get the Spicy Update finally out, which adds another 30 minutes of gameplay.
And Lily. <3

As always, reach out to me on the Discord or Twitter if you need me! I'm a one woman army with a team of help, but I always
aim to please!

Stay awesome,
~Summer. (MINI) UPDATE OUT!:
Just went ahead and set the IGDA Winter Party Build out as public for EVERYONE! It currently limits to the first two levels
again, which will obviously change when I get the "Spicy Update" out for real.

Still, there are plenty of goodies to behold -

New seedling designs are in!
The first boss has better frames of animation!
Gilbert is more friendly towards Leto!
Bullets spawn from better starting positions - you'll see it from Leto's gun and the Dysaur Toads, for sure.
Standing on Dysaur Toads makes them react again!
Xbox controllers work better!
Leto's animations are tons better!
Her gun's bullet explosions were redone!
The world pointer marker was redone!

!! ALMA HAS HAY NOW AND THIS IS IMPORTANT !!

And probably dozens of other small things since I last pushed in October.

You can also see my Trello here - https://trello.com/b/BYCUUB4q/mercenary-leto
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As always, talk to me on Discord or Twitter if you need me.

Warmly,
~Summer

. New Beta Build out!:
I uploaded a new beta build which has quite a few things fixed and added to it!

Level 2-4, right after the second boss fight, is LIVE! Enjoy Tabris making friends and using his overpowered weapon. It's still
rough and very much a work in progress, feel free to give me feedback in the Discord!

Fixed Leto's animator so it's more snappy and responsive. This was a big thing that many people noticed, so I got to fixing it!

Fixed an audio bug where Leto would fire her gun and it wouldn't play any audio
Fixed a bug where the camera would snap somewhere randomly on level start
Other small things that I'm forgetting...

Issues - jumping is a little sticky right now

Have fun, and be sure and ping me in the Discord if you need me!

Happy playing!
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